
Via: [METHOD] 

[DATE] 

[1ST PARTY INS COMPANY] 

[1ST PARTY INS ADDRESS1] 

[1ST PARTY INS ADDRESS2] 

 RE: Claim #:  [CLAIM NUMBER] 

  Claimant: [CLIENT NAME] 

  Date of Loss: [DATE OF LOSS] 

[1ST PARTY REPRESENTATIVE]: 

The purpose of this letter is to acknowledge and provide you notice my client, [CLIENT NAME], was 

eligible for Medicare on the date of loss for this claim. 

Our office has notified Medicare of the above date of loss, and provided a description of the claimed 

injuries.  Medicare has acknowledged the notice and is monitoring my client’s Medicare payment history 

for any treatment related to her claimed injuries. 

We are aware of our client’s obligations to Medicare, and have fully complied with them.  We are also 

aware [1ST PARTY INS COMPANY] has an obligation to report its status as a Responsible Reporting Entity 

(RRE) with Ongoing Responsibility for Payment (ORM).  Enclosed with this letter is a Medicare 

beneficiary disclosure form to assist you in identifying your insured as eligible for Medicare. 

Once the benefits provided by your plan have been exhausted, please notify us immediately in order to 

update providers as to the proper entity to send claim-related requests for payment. 

Sincerely, 

 

[ATTORNEY] 



Via: [METHOD] 

[DATE] 

[LIABILITY INS COMPANY] 

[LIABILITY INS ADDRESS1] 

[LIABILITY INS ADDRESS2] 

 RE: Claim #:  [CLAIM NUMBER] 

  Claimant: [CLIENT NAME] 

  Date of Loss: [DATE OF LOSS] 

[LIABILITY ADJUSTER]: 

The purpose of this letter is to acknowledge and provide you notice my client, [CLIENT NAME], was 

eligible for Medicare on the date of loss for this claim. 

Our office has notified Medicare of the above date of loss, and provided a description of the claimed 

injuries.  Medicare has acknowledged the notice and is monitoring my client’s Medicare payment history 

for any treatment related to her claimed injuries. 

We are aware of our client’s obligations to Medicare, and have fully complied with them.  We are also 

aware [LIABILITY INS COMPANY] has an obligation to report any payments it makes to our client on the 

date of payment.  We will, as part of any agreement to settle our client’s claims, include sufficient 

identifying information for [LIABILITY INS COMPANY] to properly report its payment. 

If [LIABILITY INS COMPANY] requires any information or documentation from Medicare before the 

delivery of settlement funds, those must be disclosed to me within the next 30 days.  Any failure to 

disclose such requirements after a settlement agreement has been reached will be considered an 

attempt to add a material term to our agreement, and could result in litigation to enforce our 

agreement. 

Sincerely, 

[ATTORNEY] 



Via: [METHOD] 

[DATE] 

[CLIENT NAME] 

[CLIENT ADDRESS1] 

[CLIENT ADDRESS2] 

 RE: Special Obligations When Medicare Pays for Claim-Related Medical Treatment 

[CLIENT NAME], 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm our discussion regarding the special obligations you owe 

Medicare when your claim related medical treatment is paid by Medicare benefits (Part A, Part B, Part C 

and/or Part D). 

As we discussed, when your insurance plans pay for medical treatment related to your personal injury 

claim, they almost always have the right to be reimbursed.  That right is usually contained in the 

contractual agreement you have with the insurance plan, or the plan might have that right under the 

law.  Either way, that right usually exists when your plans pay for treatment the at-fault party will 

ultimately be responsible for. 

Sometimes your insurance plans are reimbursed directly by the at-fault party’s insurer, and sometimes 

that repayment is lumped in with the funds we recover for you, making us responsible for paying your 

insurance plans back. 

When one of your insurance plans is Medicare, and that plan pays for claim-related medical care, there 

are special rules and requirements we must follow to ensure Medicare is reimbursed.  If we fail to 

address Medicare’s right to be reimbursed, the federal government could take serious action against us 

both to collect what it thinks its owed.  That action could result in the loss of Medicare coverage, Social 

Security benefits, IRS tax refunds – any benefit that comes from the federal government could be 

interrupted.  That makes this information vital to us both. 

Before we recover any money from the at-fault party, we contact Medicare and describe your claim-

related injuries.  Medicare takes that description, and looks at your claims history.  If Medicare finds it 

made a payment for claim-related treatment, it flags that payment.  Then it collects all those flagged 

payments and sends us a list of them.  That list is updated every 90 days until we pay Medicare back.  

When we recover money from the at-fault party, we work with Medicare to pay the appropriate amount 

of reimbursement.  Medicare will discount a portion of what you must reimburse that is equal to its 

share of your attorney’s fees and costs. 

We rely on you to inform us as to your insurance plans.  Please make sure you have identified for us all 

insurance or governmental benefits plans in which you participate.  If all plans are not identified, this 

personal injury claims process could affect the continuation of your benefits. 

Sincerely, 

[ATTORNEY] 


